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Soluble Fish in the
Data Streams
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor
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Okay, let’s put the yardstick away; the snowpile is obviously over the roof.

called the Magic Carpet, which is a carpet that has embedded
sensors and accelerometers that read and send data about an

The metaphors are varied and colorful—we’re blinded,

elderly resident’s movements, pace, and time-/space-related

buried, wallowing, swimming, drowning in big data—but

daily events. Data alerts are sent to family and/or physicians

what, if anything, is all of this information doing to us?

when anomalies occur.
New IEMs (ingestible event machines) from Proteus Dig-

DEPENDENCE

ital Health can be embedded in small tablets that dissolve

Because some of these statistics about the recent data explo-

when swallowed, exposing an integrated circuit and a thin

sion come as a surprise, perhaps that indicates that we

film battery that can monitor and broadcast a wide variety

weren’t paying attention. Maybe the new climate arrived

of health indicators.

silently, overnight. And by the time we began to notice,

Kate Greene (“Our Data, Ourselves”) describes a new

overwhelmed, we handed over the management of this new

health initiative called Self-Tracking. It involves meticulously

environment to our desktops, the smart chips in our cars

logging your own habits such as sleep patterns, walking

and appliances, and our iPhones. We fill our homes with

speeds, heart rates, calories consumed, and so on.

Wi-Fi networks, connecting to clouds whose location we’re

And then there are the social media. Facebook has a

clueless about and an Internet that sends our requests to

reported 955 million monthly accounts in 70 languages.

who knows where. Spreadsheets have eclipsed the sharpened

Some interpret these numbers as proof that 10% of the

pencil, and modern physics has entered its own mathemati-

planet is now socially connected. Not a surprising conclu-

cal Twilight Zone. Big data is accompanied by a perplexing

sion with 30 billion pieces of content posted every day,

complexity.

along with 2.7 billion likes and comments.

On one level, all this information and complexity will

Angel investor Esther Dyson claims the Computer Age is

make us all smarter—depending, of course, on how you

over, replaced by a “Copernican Revolution” in knowledge

define “smarter.” Enriquez points out that, “Today, a street

that she suggests might be called the Informatics Age. It’s

fruit stall in Mumbai can access more information, maps,

Copernican because “humans will no longer be the center of

statistics, academic papers, price trends, futures marketing,

the data solar system, with all of the billions of devices

and data than a U.S. president could only a few decades

orbiting around us, but will rather become just another

ago.” The information is there, and all the fruit seller has to

player, another node, in an increasingly autonomous data

do is turn on his cellphone to open the door.

universe.” As a caution, Dyson reminds us that despite the

On another level, we don’t function very well in these

promise, we need to be aware that “Big Data is taking the

atmospheres without machine filtering. Take away the locat-

concept of ‘messing with something’ to a level that human-

ing and sorting done by your favorite search engine, and

ity has never experienced before.” (See her essay, “Pulse of

what happens to the Internet? It will shrink to the very small

the Planet,” in the book The Human Face of Big Data.)

list of your favorite sites. Computing machines have a criti-

In 1924, Surrealist André Breton introduced the century

cal, increasing role in the process. The fruit seller knows that

to the weird concept of the soluble fish—a creature that, in

it’s all out there, but where and what’s there waits on the cir-

time, dissolves into its own native environment. In his man-

cuits in his phone and the algorithms on search servers.

ifesto, Breton asks, “Am I not the soluble fish, I was born
under the sign of Pisces, and man is soluble in his thought.”
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Is it possible that we’re a version of that species, now strug-

The amount of data won’t decrease. In Macrowikinomics,

gling in our data streams whose currents are becoming

Anthony D. Williams warns, “Distribute billions and per-

rapids? Were the quants on Wall Street, like their formulas,

haps trillions of connected sensors around the planet—just

dissolved by the very data streams they created? Are the par-

as we are doing today—and virtually every animate and

ticle physicists now in depths and dimensions that have

inanimate object on Earth could be generating and trans-

turned off the lights of their own understanding? Are we so

mitting data, including our homes, our cars, our natural and

dependent on our digital connectors that our devices now

man-made environments, and yes, even our bodies.”

interpret for us? And how do we step back to see enough of

Here’s a sampling of new streams feeding the cataract:

the big picture just to understand what we are “messing

Intel-GE Care Innovations has prototyped something

with” without resorting to Google? SF
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